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This is a story about Tara.  
 
Prelude: 

 
 Spirit awakened one morning hearing a 
quiet voice of a woman calling for help. Spirit 
wasn't quite sure where it was coming from and 
went in search for the woman. From the cry Spirit 
knew she was going to need some assistance, so 
she sent a message calling her friends to help.  

 
Ch1: 
 The woman, Tara, was struggling. She knew that there was more her life 
was meant to be, but she wasn't quite sure what or even how to find out. Tara 
had been wandering the same circular life-path. In fact, the repetition was 
causing a deep rut to form. This rut was starting to become dangerously close to 
turning into walls that she would have difficulty scaling if she continued the way 
she was going. Tara had started getting coaching from a woman in LA who was 
beginning to help her become aware of this, yet she wasn't sure any change was 
actually going to happen.  
 Then one day one of Tara's close friends talked about a place he had begun 
to visit. It was called CTI. It sounded fascinating and very much like the kind of 
place she would like. What was this crazy place that her friend was describing? 
Since she liked to travel and experience things in her own way Tara decided to 
go and get the Fundamentals of the land.  
 When she arrived, unlike many places Tara had traveled to, with the 
exception of Hawaii, she felt instantly comfortable and as if she had found her 
people. In just three days her connection to the CTI people was like nothing she 
had experienced before. She decided that this would not be her last visit.  
 
Ch2: 
 The Spirit eagle located the woman with the quiet 
voice. The woman was surrounded by saboteurs who 
were beginning to suffocate her and growing stronger 
rapidly. However, Spirit was surprised to find that despite 
the weight and pressure the saboteur control had over 
her, this woman had a powerful energy that was being 
wasted lying dormant inside of her. Spirit was quite 
disappointed about this as it could be used to fight off the 
sly devils. The eagle realized that she definitely was going to need help in getting 
this woman to the place she should be in.  
 
Ch3: 
 Unfortunately, Tara had to wait some months before she was able to return 
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to CTI. When she did return she felt some anxiety as those she had met on her 
first visit had already moved on. So, she had to meet new people. Change is not 
Tara's favorite thing by a long shot, but she had committed to being fully present 
and exploring CTI-land completely.  
 It was during this second visit that Spirit made her presence known to Tara. 
It was a complete shock to Tara to learn her captain was an eagle named Spirit. 
She really wasn't sure what Spirit was supposed to mean to her, but she gave 
Tara a gift. The gift was a light crystal and Spirit told her to go out and light the 
world for people to help them become amazing. Tara also learned about the 
saboteurs who were actually controlling her life. Spirit told Tara that some others 
would be coming along to help her with her journey and show her how to fight the 
sly devils.  
 As Tara kept exploring the CTI-world, she found that Fulfillment was 
possible in her life. She just needed more help.  
 
Ch4: 

 Appreciator Chick arrived giving Spirit a loud cheer and 
gratitude for the opportunity to intervene in the quiet woman's life. 
They both knew that they were going to have to really challenge 
Tara for her to fully embody her power and fight off the saboteurs. 
They intended to make this quiet woman loud and proud to soar 
and shine free of weight and pressure.  
 

Ch5: 
 Tara returned to her regular world aware of a change happening in her. 
Although she was the same on the outside a lot was going on inside. She began 
to walk through her life exploring different paths without fear of losing direction or 
repeating the same patterns. Colors began to brighten, doors began to open and 
the air filled her lungs with life-bursting energy.  
 Her third visit to the land of CTI almost felt like coming home, but it was still 
filled with anticipation. During this visit, Tara explored even more. She saw 
different views and took in new areas of the land. She also felt that many of the 
saboteurs were letting go of their hold on her. With this, Tara found that like in 
yoga more practice and focus could bring a great sense of Balance to her life.  
 
Ch6: 
 Spirit and Appreciator Chick were happy to see Dream-catcher arrive. They 
had been working together, but they needed DC's 
expertise in filtering out the negativity caused by the 
sly devils that was keeping the woman's voice small 
and quiet. Even with DC, they still needed a bit more 
help. So, Appreciator Chick put in a personal call to 
the Boots. Boots would bring her "Don't Fuck With 
Me!" attitude that the woman really needed and kick 
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the remaining saboteurs to the side.  
 
 

Ch7: 
 After leaving CTI-land for the third time, Tara felt as if there was a deep 
storm brewing inside her. She was sad to leave those she had met for they had 
become her family. Her perspective on what she had been doing in her life had 
changed. However, she returned to her life trying to keep balance by regularly 
adjusting her perspective.  
 When it came time for Tara to visit CTI-land again she was filled with mixed 
emotions. She wanted to see her CTI family, but she knew that she wasn't using 
Spirit's gift because she wasn't really sure how or maybe she was scared to learn 
how. There was still a saboteur holding on strong.  
 On the 4th visit, Tara was challenged to go deep into the depths of what the 
land had to offer. Her emotions were all shaken up like a fancy cocktail leaving 
her with the expected hangover of wondering what exactly had happened to her. 
Keeping in mind everything she had learned and experienced in her travels and 
considering the words of wisdom of those she had met, Tara found the Process 
she needed to begin jump-starting her life towards a more rewarding direction 
and shake loose that last sly devil.  
 
Ch8: 
 Spirit was proud of the progress the woman was making. Her voice had 
gotten a little louder with more strength. The saboteurs were no longer holding on 
though they continued to pace around looking for holes where they could get a 
grip. Appreciator Chick was working hard alongside DC to help Tara keep the sly 
devils at bay and see what was possible for her. The Boots needed some help 
though and so the arrival of Naughty Kitten was perfect. NK would be able to 
encourage the woman to explore more without fear of the 
consequences and from an innocent perspective. Things 
were really beginning to move fast now. However, 
everyone was a little bit concerned about the fact that 
the woman wouldn't be able to make one more visit to CTI-
land for a while. They were really going to 
have to be alert while Tara was exploring 
other parts of the world and visiting her old 
haunts which often makes room for saboteurs to find spaces to 
jump back in and take hold.  
 
Ch9: 
 Tara felt so different. Her life was taking form and she began to see clearly 
the direction of her path forward rather than in a circle. Although Tara knew there 
would be a long period before she could make a visit to CTI-land again, she was 
not afraid. Even her interactions and feelings towards others had changed to be 
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more fulfilling and balanced. Although the process of achieving that wasn't easy, 
it was rich and rewarding.  
 With one more planned visit to CTI, Tara had begun to feel that she and her 
family there were on the edge of moving on to even bigger things in their lives. 
So she planned to make the most of her visit.  
 There was no anxiety upon entering CTI. It was home. Those she had come 
to know so well brought smiles of love and even those who were new to her were 
like extended relatives that were automatically taken in as part of the family.  
 Life always provides us with more to learn and so Tara continued her 
journey in CTI. The meshing of all her experiences challenged her to go even 
further than she had before. Her voice had grown stronger, though ironically she 
had caught a cold, which made this an even harder challenge. However, through 
it all the Synergy of each person, emotion, skill, experience and essence of life 
had created a power as mighty and awesome as the cosmos of the universe.  
 All of Tara's worries and concerns about what her life should be or where it 
should go had vanished. She felt the confidence to be whoever she wants to be 
and to change the world with the unique talents and beauty she can offer. The 
impossible had become possible! 
 
Ch10: 
 Hula girl arrived just in time to give Tara that last push towards letting go. 

Reminding her of the Hawaiian culture and attitude that gave Tara 
that sense of belonging was just what she needed to let go. Spirit 
was proud of the crew that got together and worked hard to allow 
this woman's voice to be heard so that she can light the world.  
For Tara is truly the spirit that inspires others to shine and be as 
awesome as they can possibly be! 

 
This was the story about Tara. 
	  


